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PAST EVENTS
Sunday April 24th – Bonhams Spring sale - The
International Classic MotorCycle Show Staffordshire
County Showground,
Are Classic bike prices falling? Is the market faltering?
Not on the evidence of this auction. The top marques
were still attracting the top money and the midmarket machines such as Triumph twins weren’t short
of buyers. Those lots that remained “unsold” seemed
more about unrealistic reserves than about buyers
interest. There are always exceptions and it is easy to
read too much in to them, but just a few real
downward trends are discernible. Good Sunbeam
S7s can easily be found for around £6k,
approximately half the price they were fetching 5
years ago, marques such as Douglas are declining in
popularity and the “Sixteeners” market led by
runaway Yamaha FS1E prices may have reached its
Zenith. On the upside, prices for some 70s and 80s
Japanese machines are on the rise.

The Honda CBX 1000 is a good example with this top
quality early example making £19,352 – certainly a
recent record for a CBX. A tidy 1980 model was
snapped up for a mere £12,604 at the recent Pugh’s
auction (see below). Back in 2020 you could have
bought a “pro-link” model at Bonhams for £6,490.
Whilst enthusiasm for some of the smaller Kawasaki 2stroke triples may have plateaued, good 750s still
make strong money. This excellent 1974 H2B sold for
£16,520. Prices paid for these two 70s Japanese
classics do point to a fundamental truth of all
auctions –“Quality sells”.

If £241,900 seems more than enough to pay for any
Brough Superior, let alone this Matchless powered
1936 990cc SS100, then think again!

You would need to part with £259,600 to take home
the Ex-Reg Barton, Dick Knight, 1929 Brough Superior
996cc SS100 'Alpine Grand Sport' Sprint Special

Of the machines featured in issues 69 and 70, the exLes Graham, Swiss Grand Prix-winning 1948 Velocette
348cc KTT MkVIII made £59,000 – the lower end of its
guide price. (This same machine sold at Bonhams in
2005 for £38,900.) The well presented “small” 1925
Indian 596cc Scout sold for £22,420, whilst the
exquisite 1969 Yamaha LT5 Trailmaster represented
great value at £2,360…………..and what of the little
122cc Bown TT project, from Wales’ only motorcycle
manufacturer? Welsh heads can be held high as it
made a remarkable £4,484. Compare that to the
£1,652 paid for the tired, but complete1952 BSA
123cc Bantam D1.
The handsome Coventry built 1909 Triumph 3½hp
featured in issue 70 sold for £15,340, whilst its much
younger cousin, the 1983 Triumph Bonneville 750
“Electro” made a slightly disappointing £5,900. As we
suspected, the lowly guide price of £1,800 - £2,500,
for the “Electro” probably was a typing error!

Powered by a Fernihough tuned, Brooklands racing
JAP OHV engine and coming with barrow loads of
history, this unique machine made the day’s highest
price.
You can find the full results on Bonham’s website.
https://www.bonhams.com/
Sunday April 24th - "Three wheels on my Wagon" Bromyard Market Square.
Numbers were down on the spectacular turnout we
saw in 2021. Unfortunately the date clashed with

other local section rides and with a Morgan club
meeting. Nevertheless, a good time was had by all.

Thanks to John Roach for taking over as route leader
at the last minute.
Wednesday April 27th - 10:00 - Breakfast meet Golden Valley Café, Pontrilas,
Thanks to David Payne for letting us know that the
planned venue at the Old Brickyard, Pontrilas had
closed down and thanks to Terry Pickering for finding
us such an excellent replacement just a few hundred
yards away. There was a good turnout with some
splendid machinery including John Macklin’s rare
Douglas racer

Sunday May 8th Sun - "In search of the Green Man"
Thanks to Steve Sumner for organising this popular run
and for sending this excellent report.

“It was misty and damp as I set off for Hereford from
north Herefordshire but the closer I got to Hereford
the sunnier it got.
As the bikes turned up it appeared as if everyone
had decided to bring along a side-valve bike, with
representatives from AJS, Ariel, BSA(2), Triumph(2),
Peugeot and Velocette.
Time for a brew and a butty from the chuck wagon,
look around the bikes and chat to anyone who
showed interest in them. Cath did a quick straw poll
of the chuck wagon customers and concluded that
three bikes were in contention for the “Green Man’s
favourite” rosette.
Sadly, we had two non-runners – Geoff
McGladdery’s LE Velos (but it had just completed a
trip round France) and Rob Woodford’s Triumph
who’s magneto refused to sparkle.
Off then to pootle gently round the lanes in the
sunshine. Through Sutton St. Nicholas and Marden to
reach the ford at Wellington. Most rode gently
through the couple of inches of water but there’s
always one and John Bradshaw made the biggest
splash of the day on his Ariel.

On through “the land that time forgot” as Roger
Bibbings put it, to continue our search. Parking up at

Bearwood allowed us to stroll along the lane until
folks spotted the ”Man”.

Individuals took their own photos of the impressive
middle of nowhere carving.
Time again for some riders to maintain their fitness
regime and push motorcyles along the lane. When
all were running we set off again along more leafy
lanes to our final destination at Broomy Hill Miniature
Railway. The volunteers at the railway provided us
with our own parking spot and Cath gave all
participants a ticket to ride a train.

When all had been refreshed with brews and cream
teas we gathered to queue for our train ride. We
nearly lost one passenger when the very young ticket
collector was insistent that no ticket no ride for Mike.
Once his ticket was clipped he was allowed to stay
aboard. As on our last visit in 2019 we had a train
breakdown. Not a derailment this time just an easily
sorted fuel problem.
Whilst the children enjoyed their train journey Cath
enlisted the help of two young men who were
looking at the bikes and Max and Felix chose the
winner of the rosette for 2022. It was a close thing
between David Giles model H Triumph and Nick
Dunbar’s WD BSA. The boys being swung towards
Nicks bike because “it looks like it’s got more useful
stuff on it”.

Many thanks to all who turned out to make it such an
enjoyable day”
Steve Sumner – Run leader
Tuesday May 5th - 11:00 - Brunch ride-in - Café Hafan,
Tregaron.

Saturday May 7th – Auction of motorcycles - HJ Pugh
Hazle Meadows, Ledbury
As expected, the three Nortons covered in issue 70
attracted plenty of interest. The 1950 500T trials with
Irish history made £9,316, the 1951 ES2 fitted with the
’47 International engine slightly disappointed at
£7,672, whilst the model 7 with the Watsonian Sports
chair sold for £7,453.

The only thing left to do was to either join in or watch
the last keep fit session of the day as bikes were push
started again.

Café Hafren wasn’t open (despite info to the
contrary), so we decamped to the excellent nearby
Riverbank café, Glan Brennig, Tregaron SY25 6QS,
who were delighted to see us and even more
delighted to serve us their excellent breakfasts. We
shall definitely use this venue for future section
events.
It was more like the Ace Café on North Circular than
deepest Ceredigion as a group from the Gold Star
owners club had arrived before us. Dinosaurs in the
eyes of some and British standard bearers for others,
they certainly are interesting to look at. You wouldn’t
want to stand too close to the bellmouth on this one
just in case you get sucked into the engine!

Top price of the day was the £17,536 stumped up for
a somewhat confusing 1950(ish) Vincent Rapid
“project” with a lot of Black Lightning parts.
If you prefer spannering to riding, it offered a good
opportunity, but it looked far from complete. For

£3,781, this Noriel offered a great “opportunity” to
spend a chunk of the rest of your life in the shed.

A well restored 1967 Honda CB450 “Black Bomber”
with no V5C, but an American title and a NOVA form
made a strong £7,891.
Aimed largely at the
American market to
compete
with
the
dominant
BSA
and
Triumph brands, these
exquisitely made, 5
speed
DOHC
twins
offered a level of
sophistication and finish
that left our dated British
designs a generation
behind. Despite being
200cc down on the capacity of a ’64 Bonnevile, the
CB450 offered almost identical performance and
(certainly to my eye) looked like the future.

A 1952 Ariel Square 4 engine had been offered up to
a Norton Dominator 99 Wideline featherbed frame,
but it too looked far from complete. If you got bored,
you could expect to get your money back as the
engine was rebuilt by Draganfly Motorcycles in 1991
and not been run since. The project also included a
pair of Borrani poished alloy rims, an 8" twin-leading
shoe front brake and Norton Roadholder forks. Two
“good as new” Hondas caught they eye,

Back in 1978, when they were used by travelling
marshalls at the TT,
the six cylinder CBX
1000 looked like
the future too, but
turned out not to
be. At the end of a
40,000,
4-year
production run, it
was consigned to
history. Designed
at a time when
Honda seemed to want to make a bike with every
imaginable engine layout, these air-cooled 4 valve

DOHC sixes made over 100 HP and were good for
135mph. Despite being over-priced, overweight and
underbraked, CBXs attracted an enthusiastic
following, which still remains today. This well
presented 1980 model with V5 and 4 months MOT
was snapped up for £12,604.

For a little over £500 more you could have been the
proud owner of this 1969 Velocette Thruxton. It was
something of a bargain
by
2022
Thruxton
standards as it came with
£2,500 worth of Alton
electric
starter
conversion. Concourse
condition Thruxtons or
those with history can top
£20k. This one seemed to
be
in
very
good
condiion, but looks like it
would be better to be ridden more than polished.
Does this price suggest a market downturn? Possibly,
but Meridan Triumph prices were where they might
be expected to be and there were one or two
unusually high prices like the £5,918 paid for a tidy but
well used 1981 Suzuki PE400 or the £3,726 paid for a
smart 1970 90cc Yamaha HIS. All the above prices
include buyers’ commission and the VAT on that

commission. To see the complete results, search
Pugh’s website.
https://www.hjpugh.com/
Saturday May 14th - 10:00 for 10:30 - Trail ride 3 –
Hundred House.
A dozen or so enthusiastic riders split into 2 groups to
ride this excellent 40 mile route devised by Paul
Farley. The trails were dry, the sun shone and
everything was right with the world. Rob Holliday
produced another of his excellent GPX route files
and we are seeing an encouraging increase in the
number of riders who are using these files. Geoff
McGladdery used the free phone app “Outdoor
Active” https://www.outdooractive.com for the first
time and found it to be “transformational”. “The
route was simple to follow on the phone screen” says
Geoff, “And even after 5 hours without a charger the
phone still had 12% battery life remaining. It leaves
my hideously expensive Satnav looking rather silly.”
Rob Holliday will be covering Outdoor Active and
how to use it in a future edition of his excellent series
on Digital Navigation.
Thursday May 19th - 19:00 – Club night East - The Moon
Mordiford
What an excellent turnout and what an excellent
collection of bikes. How often will you see a

Matchless model “X” and a Healey square 4 sharing
the same car park?

Norton history. (See newsletter #66) It is the one and
only water-cooled classic, Norton P53C, owned by
the British Motorcycle Charitable Trust, normally a
resident of the “Museum of Internal Fire” and ridden
by BMCT secretary Andy Bufton. Andy has become
addicted to riding this special Rotary which he
describes as “fabulous”. In any event, it is the first
Norton Rotary we have ever seen at a section event.
If you would like to read more about Rotary Nortons,
you might like to check out Tony Page’s piece on
“Rotoplod”, his 1998 Police Rotary Norton in issue 542. (You will find every back issue of our Newsletter
here on the section website).
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/
There was plenty to see at the museum including this
rarer than rare 1931 500cc AJS S3 side-valve “V” twin.

It’s wonderful when members bring out their bikes for
others to see and talk about. They don’t all have to
be rarities like these 2, so give it some thought and
let’s see you on your favourite machine at the next
Clun night.
Sunday May 22nd 10:30 - Builth Wells to the Museum
of Internal Fire (Tan y Groes -Cardigan)

An excellent turnout with plenty of interesting
machines, like this unique and priceless piece of

Launched in the depths of the great depression, a
machine of this quality and price (£65), was not really
what the market wanted and the imminent takeover
of Wolverhampton’s finest by Matchless meant that
production lasted a mere 6 months. Matchless were
already struggling to sell enough of their Silver Arrow
model and welcomed the opportunity to kill off a
competitor. It is unclear how many S3s were actually
made or sold, but there are only 8 remaining.

Rain put paid to the planned Aberystwyth “Fish and
chips on the sea-wall” picture, but a suitable dry spot
was found so all was not lost.

Thursday June 2nd 19:30 - Club night West - The
Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR.
All existing and intending members are welcome. A
good chance to get together and chat. As dusk isn’t
until 8:30 p.m. you might like to ride there.

Our Club’s flagship event, the biggest riding event for
pre-1930 machines in the world is a wonderful
spectacle and something everyone should see at
least once.

Tuesday June 7th 11:00 - Brunch ride-in - Woodlands
Tea Room, Devil's Bridge, SY23 3JW
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you
prefer). Choose your own route there and back. Ride
what you fancy and feel free to bring friends. You will
cross some of the finest roads in mid-Wales as you
make your way to and from Devils Bridge.

Thanks to Rob Woodford for planning and leading
this well-supported trip.

EVENTS TO LOOK FORWARD TO
Sunday May 29th from 11:00 a.m. – Bromyard speed
Festival.

Sadly there will be no laps of the town as in the early
years of the event, but a small cavalcade will open
the day. There should be plenty to interest the visitor,
with more than 150 cars and 50 motorbikes. Richard
Hammond’s Vampire Jet Car looks like the star of the
show.
https://www.bromyardspeedfestival.co.uk/
Wednesday May 25th from 10:00 – Breakfast ride in The Nest, Hereford Rd, Ledbury, HR8 2PZ
Choose your own route there and back, ride what
you fancy and feel free to bring a friend. Food at The
Nest is always good and for those who don’t know, it
is the home of the Famous Handmade Scotch Egg
Company. Lots of different flavours to choose from.

Thursday June 16th 10:00 for 10:30 - Regent House
Filling Station, Clyro, HR3 5SB "Trail ride 4”
Quiet tarmac lanes, 4 reasonable UCR's before
Huntington then via back roads to Painscastle and
return via the Begwyns, Llanstephan and Boughrood.
Lots of lanes. Wouldn't be suitable for complete
novices and all bikes would need off road tyres.
Approx. 40 miles total. Please note - Bikes must be at
least 25 years old and the event is for current VMCC
members only.
Please advise Paul Farley of your intention to ride –
you can call him on 01874 610303. Full details,
including a GPX file, will be available nearer the time.
Thursday June 16th from 19:00 - Club night Barbecue
at Terry Pickerings place – Winnal House, Winnal,
Allensmore. HR2 9BS
This replaces the usual Moon club night. A big turnout
is expected. All are welcome to come and join in, but
please come on a bike – preferably an old one.
Sunday June 19th - The Banbury run. International
event open to all bikes made before 1930 British
Motor Museum Gaydon. CV35 0BJ.

Better than seeing it is riding in it. It is still possible to
book a place, just contact Allen House on 01283
540557 or fill in the on-line entry form on the VMCC
website. No Chris Richards or Geoff McGladdery this
year, but we are aware of at least 3 section members
who have entered – Gary Jones, Gareth Jones and
Rob Woodford, so why not go along and give them
a wave.

Sunday June 19th 10:00 - Cob House Wichenford, WR6
6YE - Worcestershire Section Open Day.
If you’re not going to Banbury, then do your best to
support this excellent Worcestershire section event.

Saturday June 25th – 10:30 - Rowberry's Garden
Centre, Chaddesley Corbett, DY10 4QN. The Girder
fork run.
Martyn Round organises this social run on behalf of
the Worcestershire and North Birmingham sections.
The route will be designed to be suitable for earlier
machines and “Girder Forkers”. Please bring one if
you can, but it's open to all VMCC members on
whatever you've got! Full route details will be
available closer to the event. An ideal Saturday
warm-up for Herefordshire on the Edge 2022.

machines over a wide range of surfaced roads. The
6th running of this unique event will provide entrants
with the opportunity to explore some remote and
beautiful corners of one of Britain’s most scenic,
historic but least visited counties. You can find the
history and the full details of the event including
Regulations and entry forms here on our section
website.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/entry-forms/

Saturday May 25th 10:30 - The Groe car park Builth
Wells LD2 3BG - The Castles run.
A companion event for Herefordshire on the Edge
2022, this full day ride, with coffee, lunch and
afternoon teas stops will take in as many castles as
organiser Rob Woodford can fit in. Open to all VMCC
members and guests, full details and a route card will
be published closer to the event. We can confirm
that the spectacular White Castle at Llantilio
Crosenny, Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, NP7 8UD
will be on the schedule.

Bring along an interesting machine (or more if you
can) and be prepared to talk to interested
spectators and potential new club members. This is a
great recruiting event, which deserves our full
support.
Wednesday June 22nd - Breakfast meet - The New
Strand - Church Road Eardisley, HR3 6PW.
Choose your own route there and back, Ride what
you fancy and feel free to bring a friend.

Sunday June 26th HEREFORDSHIRE ON THE EDGE
2022 – starting between 08:30 and 10:30 from either
the Traveller’s Rest, Ross-on-Wye HR9 7QJ, or The Lion
Hotel, Leintwardine SY7 0JZ.
The Section’s “signature” event is an enjoyable, noncompetitive, full-day event, designed to challenge
entrants’ riding and navigation skills and to test their

The event is open to all machines of any style
nationality, age and capacity, as long as they were
over 25 years of age on Jan 1st 2022. VMCC members
will be given entry priority, but Non-members are
welcome too. Entry fee for VMCC members is just £6
per machine. Riders plan and follow their own route
based on the waypoints provided a couple of weeks
before the start. Satnavs and phones can be used as

well as the more traditional maps and route cards.
The more adventurous can choose to visit some of
the “Ragged Edge” points which are located on nondamaging unsurfaced roads or permitted rights of
way.
The oldest bike entered to date is Steve Sumner’s 96
year old 1926 500cc BSA. The median (avge)
machine age is 60, almost identical to the median
rider’s age. We have six 3-wheeled entries including
a Morgan. A glance down the entry list shows a huge
range of machines, of all ages and capacities.
Well done if you’ve already entered, but if you
haven’t, then go to our Section website where you
can download the entry forms and Regulations
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/entry-forms/

FESTIVAL OF 1000 BIKES
We have booked some display space at the Festival
of 1000 bikes on July 16th/17th at the Mallory Park
race circuit. Bob Abberley has volunteered to coordinate our efforts and he is looking for
approximately 8 bikes to show in our own new display
tent. (see below) We hope these machines will
represent the amazing range and breadth of our
Section’s activities and in doing so, encourage more
people to join the VMCC and to associate with our
section.
If you think you can help, or you would like to know
more, contact Bob by email.
bobabberley1@gmail.com
If you want to book track time or to participate in the
other activities, you need to do that independently.
To find out how, just click on the website.
https://www.festivalof1000bikes.co.uk/

GAZEBO
After several years of hard use, we must mourn the
passing of our Section’s gazebo, which was gifted to
us at the Stafford Show some years ago, by its owner,
who couldn’t be bothered to pack it up!
We have acquired a new, bigger, better, faster
stronger and shinier gazebo than the old one and will
have it suitably printed with the section name and
the VMCC logo. It was not cheap to buy such a top
quality model and it has only been possible because

of some very generous donations by a handful of
section members. They all wish to remain
anonymous, but they know who they are and we
would like to record our gratitude.
CAN YOU HELP?
We are still a few hundred pounds short of our target.
To avoid us dipping into club funds, we are looking
for donations no matter how large or small. If you
would like to contribute, please call me – Geoff
McGladdery - on 07588 559698.

MAPPING, ROUTE PLANNING AND DIGITAL
NAVIGATION
We are indebted to Rob Holliday for holding our
hands through, what for many, can be the daunting
process of using Sat Navs to follow and ultimately to
plan rides. This is the third article in the series. You can
find parts 1&2 in issues 68 and 70 of this Newsletter. If
you don’t have a copy you can find them here on
our website.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/newsletters-2/

PART 3 - DIGITAL NAVIGATION ON A
SMARTPHONE
“In my last article, I discussed how to create, share
and use Digital Navigation routes using GPX files, and
how to navigate using those routes on a Dedicated,
Bike Specific Sat Nav device.
I think anyone who is using digital navigation on a
regular basis would agree that ‘proper kit’ is the way
to go, proven products designed for mounting on a
bike that are waterproof and robust.
However as always there is another way for
the occasional user or someone starting out in the
world of Digital Navigation to get a similar
experience without a large up-front investment in
new kit that they may not go on to use.
THE SMARTPHONE
The Smartphone has become the gadget that does
everything (well almost everything), but when it
comes to navigation, it’s a pretty good solution for
the novice or occasional user at a small cost
(assuming you already have a SmartPhone). It’s also
a great ‘backup’ device to the dedicated Sat Nav. I

have all my routes available on my Smartphone ‘just
in case’ the Sat Nav dies or malfunctions.
The shortcomings or issues you need to
consider when setting up with a Smartphone are
power supply, weatherproofing and mounting
options/shock resistance. There have been warnings
issued
recently
from
manufacturers
that
Smartphones are delicate (no Sh1t Sherlock) so you
have been warned.
SMARTPHONE MOUNTS
As with all the hardware in this article there are
umpteen options available and again it’s down to
personal choice or what marketing you believe. As
usual I have my personal choice which is an X-Grip
holder. The original X-Grip is made by RAM in the USA,
there are a wide range of mounting options across
the RAM range of products all based on the
rubberised 1” ball mounting system - quite expensive
but good quality. Similar ‘Grey’ products from the Far
East are available from the usual online outlets. I’ve
used both RAM and the copies successfully over the
years. An X-Grip holder, will hold the ‘phone whether
you want to mount just the ‘phone, with your usual
protective cover or a with a larger waterproof case.
The unique benefit with the X-Grip is it will
adapt to fit a wide size range of ‘phones or indeed
other
‘Gizmos’
you might want
on your bike, they
all come with an
elasticated
securing ‘strap’
which keeps your
phone
secure
when riding. That
said I’ve never
had an issue
when ‘on road’
but it does make you think if you’re intending to do
60mph over washboard strata for a few hours
RAM options can be found anywhere from
around £50, with the ‘alternatives’ approximately
half that much. You would expect to have the 1” ball
mount included with the handlebar clamps

WATERPROOFING
The final ‘essential’ is keeping that wonderful piece
of electronic wizardry dry, same story as the previous
options, available from the usual outlets, look for an
IP68 (International Water Immersion standard) case.
Some things to consider for Bike use, make sure there
is access (sealed/waterproof access if possible) to
the charging port for on the move power supply, not
essential but a ‘nice to have’ if you can find it.
Navigation uses up the battery quickly.

one will have permanent and switched (on/off with
the ignition) outlets.
The
Smartphone
will
need a USB (Universal
Serial Bus) outlet fitted on
the bike, most modern
bikes now come with a
power socket but older
bikes don’t.
My preferred solution is a
twin outlet socket bought
from E-bay/Amazon (or
similar online stores). It
features two outlets, has
a waterproof lid which
features a magnetic ‘off
switch’ to negate battery drain when not in use.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00QTA1G7Q/ref=c
m_sw_em_r_mt_dp_CP3K7EWJ7NJS1Q3AWS2Y?_en
coding=UTF8&psc=1
Fed from the bike via a fused supply, they are quite
easy to fit and mount for the average DIY mechanic
and cost around £15-20.”
Rob Holliday

it to his collection. It was complete, in an unrestored
condition and was a runner although it never
appeared on the public highway. It was maroon in
colour and bore a 'NP' Worcs. registration number.

In the early 80's whilst on one of our North Birmingham
Runs, we used to drop off at John's for a coffee, I
noticed that the Sociable was absent. On enquiry,
John confirmed that he had sold it, 'for the price of
half a house', John's words not mine, to an unknown
buyer via a third party.

BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
Access to all the ‘Function buttons’ is also important,
I discovered that one of the ‘Leading Brands’
promoted in several bike Mags doesn’t feature all
button access???
If you take a look at Article 1 in this series you
will find an image of my ‘standard’ bike cockpit
layout featuring the items described in the following
text, together with the dedicated Sat Nav mount.
POWER SUPPLY
You will need power for any device you choose to
run, Sat Nav or Smartphone. Most Sat Navs are
‘hardwired’ into the bike via a fused supply so they
come with instructions which are quite easy to follow.
It’s also fairly easy to install and set up an accessory
fuse box with one input from the battery and several
outlets to the accessories you are running, A good

Bill Danks has sent us an interesting follow up to the
report of the sale of the Scott Sociable (issue 70.)
“…….Lieutenant Colonel John Greenwood of Upper
Sapey was an architect by profession and collected
some rare and interesting vehicles in his travels
around Worcs. Glous. and Herefordshire. Wonderful
tales could be told of Lieutenant Colonel John
Greenwood's military and civilian careers and his
passion for motorcycles.
Probably the best one involves his acquisition of a
Zundapp military sidecar outfit whilst out on bridge
rebuilding duties and how he whisked it back to
Blighty in the back of a three tonner, only for it to
languish in his workshop for the next forty years,
proudly displaying a bullet hole in its petrol tank!
Returning to Scott Sociables. John had a
passion for Scotts and ABC (Sopwith) motorcycles
and when a Sociable 'popped up' he just had to add

Fast forward a few years and on one of our G.H.A.
Continental Tours we ended up at Colmar in the
Lorraine Alsace Region of France. The owner of our
hotel informed us that an 'old car' museum had just
opened in nearby Mulhouse……. it just had to be
done and we were privileged to be some of the first
visitors through the door. The workers had found and

opened up the infamous Schlumpf Collection and
there amongst the Bugattis and other exotica was
John's lowly little 'NP' registered, Scott Sociable still in
an unrestored condition.
The Schlumpf brothers had a passion for secretly
buying exotic and rare vehicles before they 'did a
bunk' as tax exiles to Switzerland. I know when the
French Government took over the collection,
vehicles were sold to reclaim taxes so The Scott may
have moved on by now.” (Does anyone know of

In the Spring of 1951, WWII having been over for just
six years, Roger’s parents decided to take two weeks
off from work, to visit France, riding two-up on a Mk.
2 LE – a machine that produced a very modest 8
horsepower (or 6.0 kW) and was capable of a
cruising speed of 40 mph at most.
It was clearly an epic trip and one that the
Bibbings children were always aware of due to the
existence of an album of black and white photos,
covering their parent’s journey from Caen, down the
Rhône and back via the Hautes Alpes.

much larger article is published in the VMCC Journal
later in the year.

its wherabouts now? Ed)
LEs TO FRANCE
Roger Bibbings and Geoff McGladdery, finally made
it home after their epic 1800 mile trip to France on 2
LE Velocettes.

There were highs and there were certainly lows, but
reaching the summit of the challenging Col du
Lautaret (2,058 m - 6,752 ft), was certainly a high!

SECTION WEBSITE
You can find almost everything you need to know
about our section and its past, present and future
activities on our website. Why not take a look?
BIKE OF THE MONTH FINDER – WE ARE STILL LOOKING
FOR A VOLUNTEER TO FIND BIKES FOR THIS PAGE.
We still need a volunteer to find suitable bikes to post
to the website’s “Bike of the Month” page. There are
no qualifications, you simply need an eye for
interesting machinery of any era and a network of
friends who can help you to track down the right
pictures. Don’t worry about posting to the site, our
webmaster will take care of all of that for you. If we
can’t find a volunteer, we will have to abandon this
exc ellentidea.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/
It was to honour the original 1951 trip that Roger and
Geoff set out to repeat the journey 71 years later to
the day. They hoped to experience something of the
sense of adventure and the resilience and
determination needed to keep going.
There is a moral to this epic tale – “be careful
what you wish for!” You will find out more when a

Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire section. Feel
free to post to it. If you post stuff on your own
Facebook page, please remember to link it to ours. If
you’re not sure how to do it - ask your grandkids!
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

